Dear friends and supporters Dog and Cat Rescue Foundation Samui!

First of all, thanks again to all of you who help us to take care many poor furry friends on this island with food and medical treatment. **We can even give many a home!!!**

We hear unfortunately again and again on the streets, on the beach and even at the temples of poisoning, abuse and accidents. Our shelter, with your help, is one of the few safe places on Samui for the poor (former) strays. Unfortunately we cannot accommodate all four-legged friends on the island, hence our many projects at the temples, at the old pier in Ban Kao or anywhere an animal is in need.

**Thank you all again for making it possible for us to save many fur noses from certain death!**

We are glad that a few tourists have been coming to the island since the beginning of the year, who often find their way to us to visit the “new” animal shelter. We and our dogs and cats are of course very happy about it, that after 2 years entering the country is a little easier again.

**Every visitor and volunteer is always welcome!**

We are open 7 days a week and look forward to everyone which finds its way to us in Chaweng and also in Ban Taling Ngam.

Unfortunately, the situation is of course not the same as it was before the pandemic began, as **many hotels and resorts on Samui are still closed.**

**Here are a few of our visitors since January:**
Of course we are also very happy about the many supporters here on Samui!
Almost every day we receive smaller,
but also larger donations of money and food from the expats
and also from the Thai locals to appreciate our work.
The Thai Army also came to us with a small delegation to donate food!
Very special thanks again to Silvana and the Swiss club with Stephanie and Peter for your great help and donations regarding the renovation of the animal shelter. Without you, the implementation would have been impossible!

The renovation work is still in full swing. We have already replaced all the doors and gates. I almost have tear away all small single boxes and we have large "VIP" areas for our darlings, so that the injured and sick animals have the highest possible quality of life.

Each dog has its own bed with a towel or mat!
The cat house will also become more beautiful and comfortable. We always buy a lot of pillows, small houses, basket beds, etc. to give these little and big fur noses a real home!
We get bad new arrivals every day. Very poor dogs and cats are still found on the island in extremely poor condition, which we then pick up immediately or they are brought to us for treatment. Of course, these furry friends can stay with us forever and don't have to go back to the streets.

Thanks also to everyone who spontaneously took on a sponsorship for the poorest of the poor.
This sweet girl came to us in a really pathetic condition. Look how great she has developed in 2 weeks. This is just one example of many that we can do through medicine, good food (many get special "recovery food" daily) and of course lots of love and affection!
Here the little "Wang". Fingers crossed that the little one will make it. We have great hope as she loves our food!

Dr. Sith and his team rarely get a break. I don't want to show you bad pictures here, but I hope you can imagine what he and his team do every day.

They save many animal lives every day and avoid through daily castrations/sterilizations, that the misery on the streets of Samui will increase!!!
We support volunteers here on site every day with food and medicine.
Thank you to everyone who travels around the island every day,
to provide the stray dogs and cats with food and medicine.
Of course, we not only feed and take care of our 400 dogs and 100 cats every day at the two locations Chaweng and Ban Taling Ngam, but also hundreds at the temples of Koh Samui!
We also look after the dogs there together with the monks also medical: **vaccinations, parasite protection etc**
Unfortunately, we have **not yet been able to realize all the conversions and renovate everything:**
The shelters in the rear enclosures have also suffered greatly over the years and **must be repaired immediately.**

For this we will create a **new footpath** /way to bring the building material to the appropriate places faster. On the other hand, we want all of our dogs to be part of the community, since visitors and employees can also get into the rear enclosures much more easily with the **new corridor.**

Here I am very happy about the support of **Mark from Australia,** who will pay for the construction of the corridor.

I am very happy that **our employees are all very animal friendly.** They **play and cuddle** a lot with the dogs and cats, bathe them etc.

In addition, some still **drive outside** their working hours to feed dogs.
This is just a glimpse of our daily work for the poor souls on Samui's streets. Here also thanks to Kathrin and Martina from the German foundation for their great work and support!

Please follow me for the latest news on Facebook and Instagram at: Marcus SamuIdog Sauff and Dog and Cat Rescue Foundation Samui. There I post current articles about the Dog Rescue Center and the island of Koh Samui every day.

Unfortunately, the exchange rate between Euro and Thai Baht is developing catastrophically for us because of the Ukraine war.

We have been losing between 5 and 10% in 1 month!

Please remember, the poor dogs and kittens almost always only have us and wait the whole day for their food ration and a few cuddles!

A 20 kg dry food bag costs approx. 20 euros!

Please continue to help us so that we can give the poor strays a life here.

We are very happy about sponsorships for the dear souls in our shelter who couldn't find a place to survive on the street!

Thanks to everyone for your constant commitment to animal welfare!!!
Thank you to everyone who helps and supports us!

*Marcus & team*

Donation accounts:

**Germany:**
Name: Samuidog e.V  
IBAN: DE 61 66 0908 0000 0803 5105

**Schweiz:**  
Schweizerische Tierhilfe DCRS Koh Samui  
IBAN: CH 67 8080 8006 5068 0245 1

Donation on PayPal:
PAYPAL: DogRescueSamui@gmail.com

other collecting accounts in your country you can find on our website:

www.Samuidog.org